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Sly cooper ps2 emulator

Деякь зункзь Word не видобрааться в Google Документах. Яко ви внесете змьни, налазтування зих зункчьй буде скинуто.Докладнезе From PCSX2 Wiki Jump to navigation Jump to search Developer(s): Sucker PunchPublisher(s): SCEA (US), SCEE (EU), SCEI JP) Category:
Action, PlatformerWikipedia: LinkGame link review: GameRankings: 85/100, Metacritic: 86/100Game description: Sly Cooper, The infamous international thief, is out to reclaim what is his legality. The family's family's family has been stolen and Sly wants it back. Get ready to infiltrate the
safest places in the world using a repertoire of sneaky moves. Tiptoe around spotlights, alarms, infrared lasers, and trip wires, while grabbing priceless jewelry and pouring casinos. Stealth and intelligence are all you need when you dodge security guards, run on rooftops and escape with
your tail intact. The game focuses on the protagonist of the same name and master thief Sly Cooper and his gang, Bentley the Turtle and Murray the Hippo, as they search for the Fiendish Five to recover his family's Thievius Raccoonus, a book with an accumulation of all the thefts of Sly's
ancestors. Check configuration on Windows: Environment configuration comments check the CPU/GPU operating system area modifying audio graphics/Pad NTSC-U? Intel Core i5-2500K @ 4.00 GHz RADEON HD 6870 @ Stock 0.9.8 (r4600) GSdx 0.1.16 SPU2-X 1.4.0 LilyPad 1.10.0
BIOS: USA v01.60, Full speed, no visible or audible errors Sgtnapalm NTSC-U? Intel Core i5-2500K @ Stock Intel HD Graphics 3000 @ 800 MHz 0.9.8 (r4600) Speedhacks: EE Cyclerate: 3 VU Stealing Cycles: 2 INTC Spin Detection Wait Loop Detection mVU Flag Hack GSdx 0.1.16
SPU2-X 1.4.0 LilyPad 1.10.0 BIOS: USA v02.00, FPS: 59-60, Top speed, there are no display or audio errors. Use Direc3D10 (Software) with native resolution. All 4 cores, Do not use discrete graphics cards. 4GB DDR3 RAM 1600 MHz G-personal skills NTSC-U Windows Intel Core i7 @
3.40 GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285 768 MB 1.40 GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285 768 MB 1.4 1.0 (r5492) GSdx SSE41 (r5464) SPU2-X 2.0.0 LilyPad 0.11.0 Running near top speed. NTSC-U Windows 7 64-Bit Intel Core i7 @ 3.4 GHz Sapphire Radeon R9 290X 4GB 1.2.1 (r5873) GSdx
0.1.16 (r SPU2-X (r5875) LilyPad 0.11.0 (r5875) The game runs well and looks great with Direct3D10 (Hardware) and 6X native resolution at 60 FPS. Don't need any hacks. BIOS v2.0 has been used. Zrooney PAL Windows 10 Pro x64 Intel Xeon X5460 @ 4.00 GHz EVGA GeForce GTX
480 SSC @ 830 MHz (core) 1.5.0 GSdx SSE4 SPU2-X Finished game and without any problems. Only used speed hack recommended, although sometimes in Mesa City I had to slide VU Cycle Stealing to -2. GouStoulos PAL Windows 8.1 x64 Cpu Intel Core i5-4570 @ 3.20GHz NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 650 2 GB 1.5.0 (075a9f3) GSdx AVX2 Renderer: Direct3D11 (Hardware) Interspersed: Bob tff SPU2-X SPU2-X LilyPad 0.12.1 Runs well with recommended settings everywhere in 3x resolution. Bob tff alternating seems to produce the best results. Finish the game without
problems apart from some slowing down on fractions of two or three levels. Ratchet66 Trivia Original Name: 怪盗 スライ‧クーパー (SCPS-15036), 이 (SCKA-20004) Also known as Kaitou Sly Cooper (JP), Sly Raccoon (EU) Known problem incorrect line Upscaling status: Operation Type:
Small Description: When upscaling the game to higher resolution, cel black ball lines become too big and not in the right place. Work alternatives: Go to Config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings, enable HW Hacks, Choose Disable safe feature. Note: The black lines become small but
they are still there. Black dots in event status: Activity type: Small description: In conversations between Sly and her gang in the level, some black dots appear on the gang face. Work alternatives: Go to Config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings, enable HW Hacks, Choose Disable safe
feature. Sly Cooper and the Thievius Raccoonus (SCUS 97198) (U) OverviewSly Cooper and the Thievius Raccoonus is a platformer that sees Sly Cooper and his gang on a mission to defeat the five criminals that killed Sly's family and reclaim the pages of the Thievius Raccoonus, a book
of family thieving techniques compiled by generations of the Cooper family. Bacon Rates This Game: 4/5Sly Cooper is set in a world inhabited by man-made creatures. The game uses cutsc cutscies to present the platform of the namesy Sly Cooper, the racoon, who originates from a long
line of master thieves advocating stealing from enemy gangs, corrupt governments and criminal gangs instead of innocent people. thexzambie says: As the story goes, Sly Cooper is a young master thief, supported by his turtle best friend, Bentley, and a hippo named Murray. The trio begin
a revenge mission, fighting five criminals who killed Sly's father and stole Thievius Raccoonus, a type of Stealing for Dummies compiled by the great thieves who make up Cooper's line. Along the way, you'll recover pages from the long-lost book, defeat the Fiendish Five, and run into
Carmelita Fox, an always hot cop on Sly's tail. Page 2 ISOs » Sony Playstation 2 Step 1 » (to list the title starting with the selected letter)(Total available title: 4078)Want more choices? Browse by category, review and more with our advanced rom browser! .:P S2 ISO RECOMMENDATION:.
.:Search Sony Playstation 2 ISOs:. To browse PS2 ISOs, scroll up and select a letter or select Browse by Category. If you feel adventurous, try the advanced rom browser. Like I have a ps2 and ps3 and all their games, but is there any way to play it on your pc? heard about playing remotely
on ps3 and ive heard about the fake. Any advice? Page 2 19 19 Sly Cooper and Thievius Raccoonus ROM Download for Playstation 2 (PS2). Sly Cooper and Thievius Raccoonus games are available to play online and download only on DownloadROMs. Sly Cooper and ROM Thievius
Raccoonus for playstation 2 downloads require a simulator to play games offline. This game is english version (USA) and is the highest quality availble. AD availble. Ad
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